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VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A. Chapter 151

RE: Killington, Ltd. by Memorandum of Decision
John J. Zawistoski, Esq. Motion to Alter
and Allan R. Keyes, Esq. Application #lR0584-EB-1
Ryan Smith & Carbine, Esq.
P.O. Box 310
Rutland, VT 05701

and
International Paper
Realty Corp. by
Martin Molot, Vice President
One Maynard Drive
Park Ridge, NJ 07656

This decision pertains to a Motion to Alter Decision
filed with the Environmental Board on October 4, 1990 by the
Town of Shrewsbury and the Vermont Natural Resources Council
(VNRC). Shrewsbury and VNRC request that the Board.amend
its decision issued on September 24, 1990 in this matter.
On October 18, the Agency of Natural Resources filed a
Memorandum of Law in support of the motion, and Killington
filed an objection to the motion. On October 19, the
Shrewsbury Land Trust submitted a letter stating its support
for the Motion to Alter.

The Board reviewed the Motion to Alter and the parties'
responses and believes that clarification of several areas
of the decision is appropriate. We are therefore reissuing
several pages of the decision which contain the following
changes:

1. A sentence on page 2 in the summary of decision is
rewritten to delete the reference to "persuade,I1 since the
Applicants do not have the burden of persuasion.

2. On page 21 a paragraph is added at the end of the
section on Burden of Proof to clarify that notwithstanding
the statutory allocation of the burden of persuasion, in
making its findings and conclusions the Board may consider
all the evidence, regardless of which party introduced it.

3. On page 26 a paragraph is added at the end of
Section C to clarify that, after considering all the
evidence, the Board concludes that all reasonable and
feasible means of preventing or lessening the destruction or
imperilment of the habitat have not been and will not
continue to be applied. t
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4. On page 28 the last paragraph ,of Section D is
rewritten to clarify that the Board cannot conclude that the
Applicants own or control no reasonably acceptable
alternative sites which would allow the development to
fulfill its intended purpose.

Dated this /M day of December, 1990.

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

Elizabeth Courtney
Arthur Gibb
Samuel Lloyd
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Killington, Ltd. and International
Paper Realty Corp.
Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law and Order (Revised)

Application #lR0584-EB-1
Page 2

and operation of the pond and related facilities. On May 11,
1989, the Board issued Part II of its decision, in which it
concluded that Parker's Gore East, including the wetland at
the pond site, constitutes necessary wildlife habitat for
black bears and that the proposed project will destroy or
significantly imperil the habitat.

In this decision, the Board addresses the three
subcriteria of 10 V.S.A. S 6086(a)(8)(A) and various other
issues raised by the parties, and concludes 1) that the
economic, social, cultural, recreational, or other benefit
to the public from the development or subdivision will not
outweigh the economic, environmental, or recreational loss
to the public from the destruction or imperilment of the
habitat; 2) that the Applicants have not applied all
feasible and reasonable means of preventing or lessening the
destruction or imperilment of the habitat; and 3) that the
Applicants failed to present sufficient evidence to
demonstrate that they do not own or control any reasonably
acceptable alternative sites which would allow the project to
fulfill its intended purpose. Accordingly, based upon the
evidence submitted, the Board denies the application for a
snowmaking pond.

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

This appeal was filed several months after the District
#l Environmental Commission denied an application by
Killington and Norman Smith to conduct a logging operation
in Parker's Gore East. At the request of parties, the Board
decided to hold joint hearings and issue a decision on the
issue of whether necessary wildlife habitat exists in the
area affected by the logging and the construction and
operation of the snowmaking pond, and separate hearings on
all other issues. The Applicants sought to have initial
decisions on the scope of the snowmaking pond project,
whether certain areas of Parker's Gore East contain necessary
wildlife habitat, and, if they do, whether the project will
destroy or significantly imperil the habitat before
addressing the three subcriteria of Criterion 8(A) and other
issues raised in the appeal. As indicated above, the Board
first held hearings and issued a decision on the scope of the
snowmaking pond project. Re: Killinaton, Ltd. and
International Paper Realty Corn., Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law and Order #lR0584-EB-1 (Part I) (Ap. 19,
1988). The Board then held hearings and concluded that
Parker's Gore East contains necessary wildlife habitat for
black bears that would be destroyed or significantly
imperiled by the proposed logging operation and by the
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language of Criterion 8(A), and the policies involved, we
believe that ANR's arguments have merit. However, we
decline at this time to rule on the question, because we
believe that the preparation and presentation of the
parties' cases were based upon the assumption that the
burden of proof was on the opponents. Our consideration
under the subcriteria of Criterion 8(A) in this appeal,
therefore, assumes that the parties opposing the project
have the burden of proof.

It must be kept in mind, however, that the burden.of
proof is generally considered to include both the burden of
production and the burden of persuasion. In Act 250
proceedings, the burden of production means the burden of
producing sufficient evidence on which to make positive
findings under the criteria, and the Board has previously
determined that the burden of production is always on the
applicant. See Re: Pratt's Propane, Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law #3R0486-EB at 4-6 (Jan. 27, 1987); Re:
Imnorted Cars of Vermont, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law #lR0156-2-EB  at 2-3 (Oct. 12, 1982). The Board believes
that the term "burden of proofI as used in Act 250 means the
"burden of persuasion,ll  that is, the burden of persuading the
Board that certain facts are true. Thus, Killington must I
produce sufficient evidence on the three subcriteria in order
for the Board to make positive findings for Killington. If
the Board determines that Killington has produced sufficient
evidence, the burden shifts to the parties opposing the
project to persuade the Board, by a preponderance of
evidence, that Killington's  position is not correct.

However, notwithstanding the statutory allocation of the
burden of persuasion, in making its findings and conclusions
the Board may consider all the evidence presented, regardless
of which party introduced it. In re Ouechee Lakes Corn., No.
87-108, slip op. at lo-11 (Sept. 22, 1989)

B. Subcriterion (i) - Public Benefit vs. Public Loss

This subcriterion requires the Board to find that "the
economic, social, cultural, recreational, or other benefit
to the public from the [construction and operation of the
pond] . . . will not outweigh the economic, environmental,
or recreational loss to the public from the destruction or
imperilment of the [necessary bear] habitat. . . . .I1

’

In determining the llpublic benefit," thel'Board looks to
the definition of ttpublic,l' which is "the people as a whole;
community at large." Based upon the plain meaning of the
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its snowmaking system more efficiently. In the absence of
evidence that Killington's snowmaking system is operated
efficiently, we cannot find that Killington has applied all
feasible and reasonable means of preventing or lessening the
destruction or imperilment of the habitat. Without more
information from Killington regarding its snowmaking system,
which Killington refused to provide, the Board cannot,agree
that Killington must destroy this wetland and jeopardize and
destroy bear habitat in order to obtain an additional 12.5
million gallons of water. It is also possible, as described
below, that Killington could obtain the additional water it
needs through enhanced storage facilities rather than
development of a new water source. Again, without sufficient
information that the construction of additional storage
facilities is not feasible and reasonable, the Board cannot
permit the unnecessary destruction of this critical habitat.

After considering all the evidence, the Board concludes
that all feasible and reasonable means of preventing or
lessening the destruction, diminution, or imperilment of the
habitat have not been and will not continue to be applied,
and that the project does not comply with Criterion 8(A)(ii).

D. Subcriterion (iii) - Alternative sites

Subcriterion (iii) requires the Board to find that the
applicant owns or controls no reasonably acceptable
alternative site that would allow the development to fulfill
its intended purpose.

Killington has stated that its purpose for constructing
Madden Pond is to provide an additional water source and
storage area to enhance its snowmaking capabilities. The
Board does not accept Killington's contention that the only
water source located on the south side of the ski area is
reasonably acceptable because it needs to balance its
snowmaking system; Killington has not provided any evidence
to show that that location is necessary for any reason other
than cost savings in the reduced distance required to pump.

The question, then, is whether any "reasonably
acceptable" alternative sites exist that would provide
equivalent water and storage capabilities.

ANR has identified a number of sites that may be
suitable for the diversion of surface streams to create new
impoundments, identified potential additional storage areas,
and shown that additional water may be available from
existing sources. Although Killington has raised a number of
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Evidence was submitted that operation in 1989 resulted in
the loss of six million gallons of snowmaking water, which
suggests that substantial savings might be realized through
more efficient operation. Other evidence suggests that an
analysis of the snowmaking system and its operation could
result in a meaningful savings through better conservation
of the existing water supply. As discussed at pages 25-26,
above, without this information, the Board cannot determine
whether destruction of the wetland bear habitat by the
construction of Madden Pond is the only way Killington can
achieve its goal of adding 12.5 million gallons of water to
its snowmaking system.

Accordingly, the Board cannot conclude that the
Applicants own or control no reasonably acceptable
alternative sites which would allow the development to
fulfill its intended purpose. The project therefore does
not, comply with Criterion 8(A)(iii).

.
* * * * * *

The Board believes that Criterion 8(A) was not intended
as an absolute bar to development in areas containing
necessary wildlife habitat, but requires first that there be
a substantial public benefit to the development, and second
that there be consideration of all possible alternatives
that would enable the purpose of the development to be
achieved with the least possible impact on the habitat. The
standards established by the legislature in Criterion 8(A)
are rigorous, and reflect the desire of the legislature to
ensure that a natural resource as important as habitat that
is necessary to the survival of wildlife will be destroyed
or significantly imperiled only when the public good to be
achieved outweights the loss and there is no possibility of
mitigating the impacts on the habitat or of relocating the
development to another site.

In evaluating compliance of a project with Criterion
8(A), the Board needs sufficient information in order to
fairly evaluate the proposed development. Particularly when
dealing with a natural resource as important to the State as
critical wildlife habitat, it is incumbent upon the
applicant to investigate thoroughly alternative ways of
achieving its purpose and to support its contentions with
credible evidence. In this case, despite many hearings and
voluminous testimony, Killington did not provide the
underlying supporting data or details necessary for the
Board to make positive findings.


